
CAT Church and Logistics Team Checklist and FAQ 
Thank you for helping your church complete the Congregation Assessment Tool (CAT) survey.  The survey, developed by Holy Cow 
Consulting, helps leaders make “better decisions in less time with more confidence.”  No matter where your church is, the CAT will help 
everyone get a clearer picture of your current reality.   

As a church gets started, authorize a “Church Logistics Team” to work with the CAT Interpreter provided by the Annual Conference to 
administer the survey at the church.  The Logistics Team: 

1. Tailors the survey with supplemental modules and questions to best fit your church. 
2. Decides the details of who is invited to complete the survey, and how they will complete it. 
3. Establishes a timeline and plan for communication about taking the survey. 
4. Executes its communication plan and administer the survey. 
5. Completes a data form about the church. 
6. Participates in the Church Leadership Interpretation. 
7. Works with the Interpreter to communicate the results to the congregation. 

 

First Steps – making sure the Church, District Superintendent, and CAT Team are informed and authorized to move 
forward. 

□ Church Leadership, District Superintendent, and the Director of Congregational Excellence approve the church moving forward 
with the CAT.  Ryan Christenson will provide information and guidance as needed. 

□ The Church establishes a 3-6 person Logistics Team, who can care for the planning and administration of the CAT at the church.  
Typically the Board authorizes them to take action.  Make-up often includes someone from SPRC, the Board/Council, and 
Communications.  The pastor may be a member of the team. 

  



Preparation – working together to put the pieces in place to launch the survey. 

□ The Logistics Team and Interpreter work together to prepare the CAT and the church by: (1) reviewing the CAT process utilizing 
the CAT Info Meeting resources, (2) tailoring the survey, and (3) completing the Logistics Team Worksheet. 

□ The Logistics Team implements its communication strategy and prepares for the launch of the survey. 
□ Once the CAT is ordered, the Logistics Team contact will receive an email from Susan Lawton, Ryan Christenson, or the 

Interpreter indicating that you will be getting the survey draft and links soon. 
□ The Interpreter and Church Logistics Team proof-read the draft survey, contacting Holy Cow with any changes. 

 

Utilize communication templates at https://holycowconsulting.blog/announce-and-introduce/ 

 

Launch and Administration – people fill out the survey, and we keep tabs on and communicate about the progress. 

□ Church Logistics Team communicates the details of the interpretation to church leaders, which typically include the Board, 
SPRC, Pastors/Staff, and Logistics Team. 

□ Church Logistics Team distributes the survey link and copies. 
□ Weekly Updates come on Friday mornings by email from Holy Cow Consulting to the Church Logistics Team Contact and the 

Interpreter as soon as two people have taken the survey.  If you do not receive this update, please contact Holy Cow Consulting. 
□ The Church Logistics Team has someone at the church complete the Church Data Form on the Holy Cow Consulting website. 
□ The Church Logistics Team may have someone input paper copies throughout the open period of the survey.  For more details, 

see Appendix D. 
□ The Church Logistics Team and Interpreter will monitor the response rate throughout the survey.  If needed, the Team and 

Interpreter may extend the survey with the Interpreter communicating the changes to Holy Cow, Ryan, the DS, and Susan. 

 

Processing, Prep, and Preview – receiving the results, processing them, and preparing for the Interpretation. 

□ The Interpreter confirms details of the presentation with the Church Logistics Team and decides the details of who is printing the 
reports. 

 

Interpretation and Follow-Up – sharing the results of the survey. 

□ The Church Logistics Team and Interpreter decide how a summary of the results are communicated to the whole congregation. 

  



Appendix D:  Data Form and Paper Copy Input Details 
 
- Data Form: 

o Someone from the church must complete the Church Data Form at https://holycowconsulting.com/church-data-form/ before 
the close date of the survey. 

o Any questions about this Data Form must be directed to Holy Cow Consulting. 
- Paper Copy Entry 

o Note that while the same computer may be used to enter multiple copies of the survey, most internet browsers will require the 
enterer to close the browser and click the survey link to input the next copy. 

o Appreciating that people will sometimes incorrectly answer a question (often, the Critical Abilities) question, hold off on 
inputting these incorrectly answered surveys.   

§ If the number of incorrectly answered surveys is less than 5% of the total responses, input the responses while doing 
your best to interpret the intent of the survey. 

§ If the number of incorrectly answered surveys is greater than 5% of the responses, contact Holy Cow Consulting 
(office@holycowconsulting.com) and request that they allow the question of concern to be skipped.  Then input the 
surveys, skipping the troublesome question. 

  



Appendix E:  Frequently Asked Questions 
 

How long does the survey take to complete?  Depending on your reading and response speed, it’ll take around a half hour. 

May I stop and come back to the survey later?  There is no way with the online survey to save and come back later. 

Why are there so many questions about the pastor?  Or Is this a job evaluation of our pastor?  The Congregation Assessment Tool 
(CAT) asks questions about the breadth of a church’s ministry, including questions about pastoral ministry.  The CAT survey can 
indicate areas of unique focus of importance for your church, which can include an area of pastoral ministry. 

May more than one person in a household complete the survey?  May more than one person use a computer?  Yes.  Each person in a 
household is encouraged to complete the survey.  Simply start the survey again for the next person. 

Is it possible to “stuff the ballot box” by having someone complete the survey multiple times?  Holy Cow Consulting monitors the survey 
for unusual activity and contacts the Interpreter. 

 

 


